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Abstract
We develop an axial model for single steadily propagating positive streamers in air. It uses
observable parameters to estimate quantities that are difficult to measure. More specifically, for
given velocity, radius, length and applied background field, our model approximates the
ionization density, the maximal electric field, the channel electric field, and the width of the
charge layer. These parameters determine the primary excitations of molecules and the internal
currents. Our approach is to first analytically approximate electron dynamics and electric fields
in different regions of a uniformly-translating streamer head, then we match the solutions on the
boundaries of the different regions to model the streamer as a whole, and we use conservation
laws to determine unknown quantities. We find good agreement with numerical simulations for
a range of streamer lengths and background electric fields, even if they do not propagate in a
steady manner. Therefore quantities that are difficult to access experimentally can be estimated
from more easily measurable quantities and our approximations. The theoretical approximations
also form a stepping stone towards efficient axial multi-streamer models.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The challenge of model reduction

Streamer discharges occur widely in nature and technology
[1]. The most commonly encountered and studied streamers
appear in air and carry positive net charge at their heads. They
are the topic of the present study.

The inner structure of a streamer consists of a thin mov-
ing curved space charge layer around a weakly ionized chan-
nel with strong field enhancement and steep electron density
gradients at the tip. This is challenging to simulate numeric-
ally, even for a single axisymmetric streamer in a long gap
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and a low background electric field [2]. On the other hand
many discharge phenomena consist of numerous interacting
streamers [1, 3–6]. This poses a strong motivation to reduce
the model while not giving up the physical basis and the model
validation achieved in recent years [2, 7–9].

Streamer discharges consist of clearly distinguishable
regions where different physical mechanisms are dominating
the behaviour: (i) a non-ionized outer area where the electro-
static Poisson equation has to be solved, (ii) the avalanche
zone where photoionization creates many growing electron
avalanches, (iii) the moving streamer heads with an active
space charge layer where ionization increases rapidly and the
field is highest, and (iv) ionized channels with charges and
currents and dynamically changing conductivity. Since the
regions are governed by different mechanisms we will analyse
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them separately. Later we match the different regions at their
boundaries.

For the channel region an axial approximation has been for-
mulated in [10, 11], but for the streamer head the problem
is open. In this work we will concentrate on the heads. To
allow for comparison between numerical simulations of the
fluid model and analytical approximations, we constrain the
analysis to single streamers in a uniform field and mostly to
steady propagation.

1.2. Steady streamers as a test case

In sufficiently low electric fields a streamer can propagate
at a constant velocity without changing shape [12–15]. Such
streamers leave no charge behind and their channel electric
fields decay back to the applied background field. From now
on we will refer to these as steady, because in a co-moving
coordinate system such uniformly translating streamers are in
a steady state. The properties of positive steady streamers can
be considered extreme, with velocities as low as 3 · 104 m s−1,
electric fields enhanced to values as high as 222 kV cm−1,
steep gradients and a strongly curved thin charge layer [14].

The analysis presented in this work focuses heavily on
steady streamers, since it is mathematically convenient to con-
sider steady state solutions, as they have no explicit time
dependence in a co-moving frame. Furthermore, we validate
our approximations by comparing them to simulated results
of a steady streamer. It must be noted that such a steady state
approach could also be considered for accelerating stream-
ers, since their properties typically change slowly with respect
to other relevant time scales [16]. To that end we also com-
pare our approximations to simulations of three accelerating
streamers.

1.3. Earlier work

A classical challenge is to develop equations of motion where
the head is characterized by a few numbers like radius R and
velocity v. One of the first proposed analytic relations between
R and v date back to 1965 [17] and an ‘order-of-magnitude’
model for the parameters of streamers was given in 1988 [18,
19]. A later experimental investigation proposed a data fit
where the velocity depends on the radius squared, i.e. v∼ R2

[20], and in [21] an approximate relation based on [17] was
proposed where the velocity is also a function of the maximum
electric field at the tip Emax, i.e. v= v(R,Emax). Other import-
ant theoretical results are: an approximation for the ioniza-
tion density [19, 22, 23], energy efficiency estimates for rad-
ical production [24], an analytic investigation of the avalanche
zone dynamics [25], 1.5D models that require a prescribed
radius [16, 26] and an estimate for charge layer width based
on the notion of an effective ionization length [27]. An applic-
ation of streamer theory is to infer difficult-to-measure proper-
ties, such as Emax, from measurable parameters. For example,
in [28] the authors estimate a parameter range for Emax on the
basis of observed radius and velocity. Another example is [25],

where an analysis of the avalanche zone gives an approximate
relation between R, Emax and the head potential.

These theoretical results have improved our understand-
ing of streamer dynamics and illustrated complex relations
between different parameters. However, some ideas proposed
in earlier works fail to agree with results from numerical sim-
ulations. At several instances throughout this work we will
provide an in-depth evaluation of earlier work and propose
improvements.

1.4. Content of the paper

In this work we develop semi-analytic approximations for
the fluid model of single positive streamers that estimate
difficult-to-measure quantities based on observable paramet-
ers. Specifically, we will show how velocity v, radius of
curvature R, length L and background field Ebg determine ion-
ization density ni,ch, charge layer width ! and the maximum
and channel electric fields Emax and Ech, respectively:

(v, R, L, Ebg)→ (ni,ch, !, Emax, Ech). (1)

The derivation of our model starts by first defining different
regions where specific physical mechanisms dominate. Then
we provide analytic approximations for each of these regions
separately. Finally we match the different regions at their
boundaries and implement a self-consistent solution method.
This results in a self-contained axial model which agrees well
with numerical simulations. This means that our framework
can complement experimental measurements when important
streamer characteristics, i.e. the parameters on the right-hand
side of equation (1), are difficult to measure precisely.

In section 2 we outline the classical fluid streamer model
and the numerical implementation used for axisymmetric sim-
ulations. Furthermore, we discuss the results of numerical sim-
ulations in detail and introduce important definitions and con-
ventions. In section 3 we integrate through the charge layer
and obtain an analytic formula for the ionization density. In
section 4 we give an analysis of the electron avalanche dynam-
ics in the region ahead of the streamer. In section 5 we explore
the notion of the streamer head potential. In section 6 we
describe our solution method and validate our approximations
with numerical results of the fluid model.

2. Model description, definitions and conventions

In this section we will present the classical fluid model for
positive streamers in air at standard temperature and pressure.
We discuss the numerical implementation, used to obtain ref-
erence solutions in homogeneous background electric fields
below the breakdown value. The same implementation was
used in [12, 13] to study steady streamers. Furthermore,
we will also give definitions of macroscopic parameters and
clarify other conventions and terminology.
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2.1. Description of the model

2.1.1. Basic equations. We employ the classic fluid streamer
model with local field approximation and without ion mobil-
ity. We only account for two charged species: the electron
density ne and the net ion density ni = n+ − n−, with n±
denoting the number density of all positive or negative ions.
One can use just one ion density ni instead of several ion
species in regions where ion drift, electron detachment, and
electron ion recombination can be neglected, as is the case in
the streamer head. The electron density evolves according to
a drift-diffusion-reaction equation while ions are considered
immobile

∂tne =∇ · (µneE+D∇ne)+ Si + Sph, (2)

∂tni = Si + Sph, (3)

with E the electric field, µ(E) the electron mobility, and D(E)
the electron diffusion coefficient. Si and Sph are the source
terms for the effective impact ionization and photo-ionization
respectively. We neglect electron diffusion, which is typically
a good approximation except in low Ebg where we have steep
gradients in the charge layer. Effective impact ionization is
given by

Si = |je|αeff, (4)

where je =−µneE is the drift current density of electrons, j=
−eje is the electric current density, e is the elementary charge,
and αeff(E) is the effective ionization coefficient. The data for
the transport and reaction coefficients are discussed in the next
section. The photo-ionization source term in a volume V is
given by

Sph(r) =
˚

V

I(r ′)f(|r− r ′|)
4π|r− r ′|2 d3r ′, (5)

with I(r ′) the source of ionizing photons, f (r) the absorp-
tion function and 4π|r− r ′|2 is a geometric factor. Following
Zheleznyak’s model [29, 30], I(r) can be expressed as

I(r) =
pq

p+ pq
ξ Si(r), (6)

with p the actual pressure, pq = 40 mbar the quenching pres-
sure of the gas-mixture, and ξ= 0.075 a proportionality factor
relating impact excitation to impact ionization Si. The absorp-
tion function f (r) is given by

f(r) =
exp(−χminpO2r)− exp(−χmaxpO2r)

r ln(χmax/χmin)
, (7)

with χmax = 150/ (mm bar), χmin = 2.6/ (mm bar), and pO2 is
the partial pressure of oxygen. For air at 300 K and 1 bar, the
corresponding absorption lengths are 33 µm and 1.9 mm.

The electric field follows from Poisson’s equation for the
electric potential φ

ε0∇2φ =−enq, (8)

E=−∇φ, (9)

with ε0 the dielectric constant, e the elementary charge, and
nq = ni − ne the charge number density.

2.1.2. Implementation of axisymmetric simulations. In this
work we compare our axial analytical approximations with
the axisymmetric solutions of equations (3)–(9) obtained by
numerical simulation. The numerical model uses the afivo-
streamer code [31, 32]. The computational setup is the same
as in earlier studies [12, 13] to which we refer for an in-depth
discussion.

The transport and reaction coefficients are calculated by
Bolsig+ [33] (version 12/2019) using cross sections from the
Phelps database [34] under the assumption that the evolution
of the electron density follows an exponential temporal growth
or decay [35]. We use the same data for the analytical and the
numerical models. Additionally, the numerical model for the
axisymmetric simulations uses continuity equations for a num-
ber of species such as O2

+, O−
2 , N2

+, N4
+, etc as listed in [13].

This more extended plasma chemistry model helps stabilizing
the steady streamer at the lowest background electric field, and
it is consistent with the two-species model for ne and ni in the
streamer head, as recalled above.

The photo-ionization integral in equation (5) is approx-
imated by a set of Helmholtz differential equations with
Bourdon’s three-term approximation [36]. This approxima-
tion introduces small changes the photon absorption lengths.
However, in [35, 37] it was shown this has essentially nomeas-
urable influence on streamer discharge propagation in air.

2.1.3. Computational domain. The computational domain
consists of a cylinder with 40 mm length and 20 mm radius,
and planar electrodes on top and below.We impose cylindrical
symmetry for domain and streamers; and we call the lon-
gitudinal coordinate ζ, and the radial coordinate r. An elec-
tric field is applied in the ζ-direction by fixing an electric
potential difference between the electrodes. We use homogen-
eous Neumann boundary conditions for the potential in the
r-direction, which means that the electric field is parallel to
the lateral boundary. Homogeneous Neumann boundary con-
ditions are also used for the electron density on all boundaries.

2.1.4. Initial conditions. For the initiation of a streamer dis-
charge, we placed two neutral seeds composed of electrons
and positive ions at the upper boundary of the domain. The
uppermost seed creates a region of field enhancement, and the
seed below it supplies the initial electrons ahead of the forming
streamer, before photo-ionization sets in. More details on the
seeds—their densities, coordinates, and sizes—can be found
in [12, 13].

In low electric fields, an initial transient electric field is
needed to ensure the inception of a streamer discharge. In this
research we will consider homogeneous background electric
fields from 4.5 to 24 kV cm−1, all below the breakdown value
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Figure 1. Electron density ne, electric field strength |E|, strength of the electric current density |j| and charge number density nq of a
steadily propagating streamer in a background field Ebg of 4.5 kV cm−1. The figure zooms into the area around the streamer head.

of 28 kV cm−1. At 4.5 kV cm−1, a streamer propagating at
constant velocity and shape was obtained using the velocity
control method [14]. At 10 kV cm−1 we adopt the same initial
transient electric field as discussed in [13].

To accommodate for the relatively small size of the steady
streamer we used a grid with a minimum cell width of 0.6 µm.
For the accelerating streamers, the mesh refinement routines
are identical to those in [13].

2.2. Description of axisymmetric simulation results

2.2.1. The steady streamer in detail. In this section we will
discuss one of these simulations in detail, the steady streamer
at a background electric field of 4.5 kV cm−1. We recall that
a steady streamer [12–15] looses its conductivity at its back
end due to electron attachment and electron ion recombin-
ation, that it leaves no electric charge behind, but carries a
fixed amount of charge along, and that it propagates with con-
stant velocity and shape. Figure 1 zooms into the front part of
this streamer and shows four important quantities: the electron
density ne, the magnitude |E| of the electric field, the mag-
nitude |j| of the electric current density and the charge num-
ber density nq. From these quantities we can distinguish three
regions with different dynamics:

(i) The channel is the conductive interior of the streamer. We
have a high electron density here and the plasma is quasi-
neutral, nq ≈ 0. The electron density in the low axial elec-
tric field gives rise to an electric current flowing along the
channel.

(ii) The charge layer is a layer of (positive) charge which
surrounds and partially screens the channel. At the
streamer head, the curvature of the charge layer leads to
high electric field enhancement ahead of the front. In fact,
we find the maximum electric field Emax here, with its loc-
ation denoted by ζ tip. As the electron density is high as
well, we here have a high impact ionization rate and large
currents resulting in the movement of the streamer head.
The charge layer in the streamer head is also referred to
as the ionization front. The width ! of the charge layer
is much smaller than its radius R of curvature; this is
required for the strong field enhancement ahead of the
layer.

(iii) The avalanche zone of a positive streamer is the region
ahead of the charge layer, so the electric charges in this
region have a negligible effect on the electric field dis-
tribution. Without photo-ionization or some background
electron density it could be neglected, but for posit-
ive streamers in air the photo-ionization creates many
growing electron avalanches moving towards the charge
layer. Close to the layer there is a high electric field,
which means that a significant electron current is created
which maintains the active ionization front. Specifically
in air without background ionization, the electron dens-
ity vanishes with an asymptotic decay dictated by photon
absorption [38]

ne(ζ)∝ ζ−1e−kζ with k= χminpO2 ,

for ζ ' ζtip. (10)
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Figure 2. Charge number density nq and magnitude of the electric
current density |j| of the steady streamer in a field of 4.5kV cm−1 in
color-coding. In the upper half of the plot, equipotential lines are
laid over the charge number density. In the lower half, the arrows
show the normalized direction of the electron drift je =−j/e.

2.2.2. Directions of currents and fields. In figure 2 we zoom
further into the ionization front and highlight important geo-
metric features. We show the charge number density nq and
the magnitude of the electric current density |j| again in color-
coding, but additionally we have visualized the direction of
the current density by normalized arrows in the lower half of
the plot, and the equipotential lines in the upper half of the
plot. Note that in the avalanche zone the direction of the elec-
tron current je is radially inwards in a nearly spherical geo-
metry, whereas in the channel the electron drift is homogen-
eously directed backwards parallel to the axis of propagation.
Furthermore, the equipotential lines are very well aligned with
the charge layer. This means that the electric current is essen-
tially perpendicular to the layer in this region.

2.2.3. Streamers in different fields. In figure 3 we show cur-
rent densities, electric fields and electron and charge densities
on the streamer axis, now not only for the steady streamer in
the field of 4.5 kV cm−1, but also for accelerating streamers
in background fields of 14 and 24 kV cm−1 when the streamer
heads reached ζ = 15mm. In more detail, the upper plots show
the electric current density. The middle plots show the elec-
tric field (solid line) with our approximation (dashed line) of
section 3.2, and the lower plots show ne, ni and nq.

2.3. Definitions and conventions

In this paper we develop an axial model for the dynamics in
charge layer and avalanche zone, based on analytical approx-
imations. Here we introduce definitions and conventions for
this purpose. A schematic is given in figure 4.

2.3.1. Definition of velocity and co-moving coordinate system.
Wedefine the streamer velocity v as the velocity of the location
of the maximal electric field at the streamer tip

v(t) =
dζtip(t)

dt
. (11)

The velocity extracted from simulations is shown in
figure 5(a). We introduce a coordinate system (r, z) that moves
in the ζ direction with velocity v. The z coordinate can be
written as

z= ζ − vt. (12)

Temporal derivatives transform to the new coordinate system
as

∂t
∣∣
ζ
= ∂t

∣∣
z− v∂z, (13)

where ∂t
∣∣
z denotes the partial derivative ∂t in the co-moving

frame (r, z). For steady motion we thus can replace

∂t
∣∣
ζ
=−v∂z, (14)

in the co-moving frame (r, z).

2.3.2. Parameterizing the charge layer. Wewill characterize
the charge layer by two maxima, namely the maximum of the
electric field and the maximum of the charge number density.
On the streamer axis we will denote them as ztip and znq,max , and
their distance as

!̃= ztip − znq,max . (15)

The two maxima are also illustrated in figure 3. There it is also
shown that znq,max is located roughly in the middle of the charge
layer and that j is approximately symmetric in the vicinity of
this maximum. Therefore we define the interior boundary zch
of the charge layer as

zch = ztip − ! with != 2!̃. (16)

2.3.3. Definition of radius and of origin of coordinate
system. Wewill characterize the streamer head by its radius
of curvature R, defined as the radius of the circle which best
approximates the curved charge layer at the streamer tip. This
parameter is extracted from simulated data by fitting a semi-
circle through the maximum, for each z, of the charge layer,
cf figure 4. The extracted R is insensitive to fitting parameters
provided the region is chosen sufficiently small. We there-
fore take this region to be [znq,max − 4!̃,znq,max ]. The radius of
curvature extracted from simulations is shown in figure 5(b).
R is an important quantity because it determines the spa-

tial decay of electric field and currents in the avalanche zone
near the charge layer, as can be seen in figure 2. There the
equipotential lines trace the shape of the charge layer suffi-
ciently close to the axis of propagation. We choose the centre
of the sphere as the origin of the co-moving coordinate system,
(r,z) = (0,0), as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 3. Current density, electric field and particle densities on axis for streamers in three background electric fields. All streamers are
shown when the head has reached ζtip = 15 mm. The origin of the coordinate system, z= 0, is at the centre of the hemisphere fitted through
the maximum of the charge number density. The corresponding v and R are shown in figure 5.

Figure 4. The charge layer within the co-moving coordinate system (r, z) at Ebg = 4.5 kV cm−1. The solid blue line represents the
maximum of nq (for each z) from numerical simulation and the shaded area is the corresponding charge layer parameterized using ". Also
shown are: the tangent circle with radius R, "̃ and the positions zch, ztip and znq,max .

2.3.4. Definition of streamer length for steady stream-
ers. The steady positive streamers reported in [12–14]
are all ‘detached’ from their point of inception. By this
we mean that due to attachment and recombination pro-
cesses the channel looses its conductivity to the point

that the streamer cannot be considered as connected to
an electrode or initial ionized seed. For these detached
streamers it is more useful to characterize streamer length
with a typical length scale for the loss of conductivity
Lloss
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Figure 5. The velocity and radius as a function of the head position extracted from simulations at different background electric fields.

Lloss = vτ, (17)

with τ the electron loss time representing the collective
timescale of all conductivity loss processes. The studies [13,
14] contain investigations of Lloss and τ . In particular, it is ana-
lyzed how these quantities depend on the gas-composition and
the electric field.

3. The charge layer (zch ! z< ztip)

In this section we formulate axial approximations for the total
current density and for the electron and ion densities in the
space charge layer, i.e. in the region between the front end zch
of the channel and the maximum of the electric field ztip (cf
figure 4). The width ! of this region is much smaller than the
radius of curvature R, therefore this layer can approximately
be treated as planar.

We can neglect photo-ionization Sph in the charge layer
since it is much smaller than Si. Photo-ionization only mat-
ters in the avalanche zone due to its nonlocality. We also neg-
lect the diffusive current assuming that it is dominated by
convection.

3.1. Current densities in the charge layer

Due to charge conservation and the Poisson equation of elec-
trostatics, the total current density jtot is a conserved quantity

∇ · jtot = 0, where jtot = j+ ε0∂tE. (18)

For steady motion in a co-moving frame z, the total current is
jtot = j− vε0∂zE. Note that the current densities are taken in
the stationary frame, j=−eµneE expressed as a function of z.

To solve for jtot we approximate the charge layer at the
tip as a planar surface. The validity of this approximation is
governed by the dimensionless parameter !/R. More specific-
ally we require !/R( 1, which usually holds for streamers as
is shown in figure 6. In that case only the z-derivative of the

Figure 6. The dimensionless parameter "/R as a function of the
head position extracted from simulations at different background
electric fields. This parameter characterizes the validity of the planar
front approximation. The fluctuations observed are due to the small
size of "̃ which is only a few times the smallest grid size.

divergence operator is non-vanishing. Then, equation (18) pre-
scribes that jtot is constant. With a boundary condition at ztip
this leads to the axial approximation

jtot(z) = jtot(ztip). (19)

Furthermore, the electric field is maximal at ztip, hence
∂zE|ztip = 0 and the displacement current vanishes there

jtot(ztip) =−eje,tip, (20)

where je,tip is the electron current density on axis at
ztip. Similarly, the displacement current also vanishes
approximately in the channel, where the electric field and
electron density are nearly constant on-axis. This gives us

je,ch = je,tip, (21)
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Table 1. The ionization density ni,ch (×1019 m−3) for streamers in
different background fields. All streamers are taken at ζtip = 15 mm.
We compare the old approximation (equation (22)) and our
approximation (equation (26)) with our simulated results.

Classical New
equation (22) equation (26) Simulation

4.5 kV cm−1 11.9 21.9 25.6
10 kV cm−1 3.3 5.4 6.3
14 kV cm−1 3.4 5.6 6.3
24 kV cm−1 4.5 7.6 8.4

where je,ch is defined analogously as je,tip. Finally, combin-
ing this result with equation (19) determines −jtot/e= je,tip =
je,ch.

An analysis of the total current density at zch and ztip was
also proposed in [39]. They held that je,tip vanishes which
would mean that jtot(ztip) is completely determined by the dis-
placement current −vε0 ∂zE|ztip . However, the numerical sim-
ulations in figure 3 contradict this. In fact, we observe that at
ztip the displacement current vanishes since the electric field is
maximal and conversely that je,tip does not vanish, which is in
line with our reasoning.

3.2. Ionization and electric field in the charge layer

As ions are essentially immobile within the propagating
streamer head, the degree of ionization is best determined by
the ion density ni,ch behind the charge layer. An old approx-
imation dating back to [19, 22] is

nold approx
i,ch ≈ ε0

e

ˆ Emax

0
αeff(E)dE, (22)

where we use E= |E|. In the appendix of [23] this equation is
derived for planar negative streamer ionization fronts without
electron diffusion or photo-ionization. The approximation is
easily derived from the two following equations: equations (3)
and (4) together yield

∂tni = |je|αeff(E), (23)

and equation (18) reads ε0∂tE=−eje, if the total current ahead
of the charge layer vanishes. This is the case, if the electron
density ahead of the planar front vanishes, and if the electric
field ahead of the front does not change in time.

According to [23], equation (22) is a good approximation
of the numerical solutions of planar negative ionization fronts
without photo-ionization in a time independent electric field;
the error is only 5 to 10%. However, in simulations of positive
curved streamer fronts with photo-ionization as shown in [14,
40], the ionization density is about twice as high as given by
the classical approximation (22) (in particular, see table B1 of
[14]). In table 1 we make a similar comparison and confirm
the discrepancy of equation (22) as an approximation of the
ionization density of positive streamers.

A first hypothesis was that the approximation (22) only
covers the part of the front where the electric field decays
from its maximal value Emax to a low value inside the

channel, and that it misses the avalanche zone ahead of the
charge layer where the electric field increases to its maximum
[40]. This avalanche zone is essentially absent without back-
ground ionization and photo-ionization, but very present in
air. However, the ionization created in the avalanche zone
contributes relatively little ionization. We discuss this later in
more detail in section 6.2 and figure 8.

We will now show that the total current density jtot from the
avalanche zone into the curved charge layer contributes signi-
ficantly to the ionization behind the front for positive streamers
in air. The derivation of the new approximation is analogous
to the earlier one in [23]. We start from (23) and express je in
terms of jtot

∂tni =
1
e

∣∣∣jtot − ε0∂tE
∣∣∣αeff. (24)

This can be further simplified for steady motion and because
the vectors jtot and E are parallel on the axis

∂zni =
(
ε0
e
∂zE+

jtot
ev

)
αeff. (25)

Integration through the ionization front gives

ni(z) = ni,tip +
ε0
e

ˆ Emax

E(z)
αeff(E)dE (26)

+
1
ev

ˆ ztip

z
αeff(E(z))jtot dz.

The first term is obtained after integration by substitution
(∂zE dz= dE). It reproduces the old approximation (22) when
it is evaluated at z= zch and when E(zch) is approxim-
ated as vanishing. The second term requires further analysis.
We approximate jtot by the constant −eje,tip according to
equation (19). Furthermore, we need the spatial profile of E(z)
to evaluateαeff(E(z)) under the integral. Here we adopt a heur-
istic parametrization of E and leave further analysis to future
work. In figure 3 we see that within the layer the charge num-
ber densities nq have an approximately Gaussian profile that
can be parameterized as

nq(z) =
Nq

σ
√
2π

exp

(
−1
2

(
z−R
σ

)2
)
, (27)

with

Nq =
ˆ ztip

zch
nq dz=

ε0
e
(Emax −Ech), (28)

an approximate normalization constant provided that σ ( !.
Next, we use that over its small width the layer is

only weakly curved, and we use a planar approxima-
tion ∂zE= enq/ε0 to calculate the electric field as E(z)
by integrating over nq

E(z) = Emax −
e
ε0

ˆ ztip

z
nq(z)dz. (29)

8
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This heuristic parametrization of the electric field is shown in
the middle panels of figure 3 together with the results of the
axisymmetric simulations. The parametrizations of E are in
agreement with the simulated results when we choose σ = !̃/3
for the steady streamer and σ = !̃/2 for the accelerating ones.
Furthermore, we remark explicitly that equation (27) is only
used to motivate and evaluate the parameterization for E in
equation (29).

Using equation (29) as an approximation for the electric
field within the charge layer, we can calculate the ionization
density by evaluating equation (26) at zch. In table 1 we com-
pare this approximation, when all macroscopic parameters are
extracted from simulations. We observe good agreement, with
relative errors between 10%–15%.

3.3. Electron density in the charge layer

Our derivation of the electron density within the charge layer
starts from the fundamental equation of charge conservation

e∂tnq =−∇ · j. (30)

Since we have uniform translation and a planar front we can
write

vnq = je,ch − je, (31)

where je,ch has been introduced as an integration constant. As a
side note, a similar relation has also been proposed in [22, 28],
but there the integration constant has been explicitly neglected.
However, in figure 3 we see that je,ch and je,tip are significant.
Continuing our derivation, we use nq = ni− ne and rearrange
the terms in this equation such that we find an expression for
the electron density profile in the charge layer

ne(z) =
vni(z)− je,ch
v+ vdr

, (32)

with the charge drift velocity vdr = µE. (Note that electrons
drift with −vdr). This determines ne(z) since ni(z) is given by
equation (26). By evaluating this expression at zch or ztip and
using equation (21) we find quasi-neutrality: ne,ch = ni,ch and
ne,tip ≈ ni,tip. Note that the implied quasi-neutrality at ztip only
holds as an approximation, see figure 3.

Moreover, integration of equation (31) through the charge
layer and using (27) results in

ˆ ztip

zch
e( je,tip − je)dz= vε0(Emax −Ech). (33)

This can be interpreted as a physical connection between the
movement of a positive charge layer (represented by a discon-
tinuity in the electric field) and the separation of charge. The
latter can be directly expressed by the electric current integ-
rated through the charge layer.

4. The avalanche zone (z" ztip)

The avalanche zone is defined as the region ahead of the space
charge layer where space charges can be neglected, and where
the electric field is above the breakdown value. This means that
the electric field near this layer is dominated by the electric
charges in the layer, and that charges in the avalanche zone
move in this externally determined field, but do not contribute
to it.

In the avalanche zone, different approximations have to be
made than in the charge layer:

(i) As said above, the influence of the local charges on the
electric field is negligible, ∇ ·E= 0, so the avalanche
develops in an externally determined electric field.

(ii) The dynamics inside the charge layer were described
using the planar front approximation because !( R, but
the planar front approximation is not valid in the ava-
lanche zone. We therefore do account for the curvature
of the charge layer in the avalanche zone. We do so by
approximating the charge layer at the streamer tip as a
hemisphere with a radius R, see figures 4 and 7.

(iii) Electron diffusion is still neglected but photoionization
now needs to be included. Although the impact ioniza-
tion is much stronger than the photoionization, the non-
locality of the photoionization is essential to create seed
electrons in the avalanche zone.

4.1. Equation for electron density in the avalanche zone

The drift-diffusion-reaction equation (2) for the electron
dynamics on the axis of the avalanche zone can be simplified
as follows. First we remark that with the approximations above
and with the chain-rule we can write on the axis

∇ · (µneE) = E ·∇(µne)+µne∇ ·E,
= E∂z(µne), (34)

= vdr∂zne+
∂zµ

µ
vdrne.

The electron dynamics of equation (2) then becomes, in the
comoving frame on the axis,

(v+ vdr)∂zne+
∂zµ

µ
vdrne+ Si+ Sph = 0. (35)

In the next section we derive an expression for Sph.

4.2. Coupling between avalanche zone and charge layer

The dynamics in the avalanche zone are coupled to the other
discharge regions. More precisely, the charge layer together
with the channel generate the enhanced electric field in the
avalanche zone, and the charge layer also emits the large
majority of photons that generate photoionization and initiate
the ionization avalanches in the avalanche zone.

9
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Figure 7. The configuration used for computing the
photo-ionization source term. The charge layer is approximated by a
hemisphere S with radius R centered around z= 0. The color
indicates that in reality the front is not radiating with uniform
intensity but fades at the edges (even though we do not account for
this here). Also shown is the path of a photon produced at r ′ and
absorbed at zez. Photoionization then creates electron avalanches
that develop the local electric field. We use the avalanches on the
z-axis for our approximations.

The electric field near the charge layer and near the streamer
axis are approximated by a uniformly charged sphere

E(z) =
z2tip(Emax −Ebg)

z2
+Ebg, (36)

as argued above.
For photoionization in air, the photons are mainly produced

in the charge layer, because the majority of high-energy col-
lisions occurs here, as will be shown in figure 8. Photons
originating from the avalanche zone are therefore neglected.
Moreover, since typical absorption lengths (33−1900 µm for
dry air at 1 bar and 300 K) are large compared to !, cf
figure 9, we can essentially treat the charge layer as a sur-
face. Accordingly, we approximate equation (5) by a surface
integral

Sph(z) =
¨

S

I(r ′)f(|zez− r ′|)
4π |zez− r ′|2 d2r ′, (37)

with ez the unit vector in the z-direction, and the coordinates
r ′ now lie on the surface S. For simplicity, we take S to be the
surface of a hemisphere with radius R centered at z= 0. This
is illustrated in figure 7.

The general photon source term from equation (6) is now
approximated as

I(r ′) =A(r ′)I∗, (38)

with I∗ the surface density of photon production

I∗ =
pq

p+ pq
ξ vni,ch (39)

on the streamer axis. Here pq/(p+ pq) is the quenching factor
of the photon emitting state. The excitation of the photon
emitting state is approximated as impact ionization Si times
a proportionality factor ξ. Note that the impact ionization

Figure 8. Our approximation (orange) for the electron density
compared to numerical results (blue) of a steady streamer
simulation. The applied background field is 4.5 kV cm−1. The
approximated parameters used to make this comparison are
evaluated in figure 9.

has to be integrated over the width of the charge layer´
Si dz= v(ni,ch − ni,tip) which is obtained after integrating

−v∂zni = Si (from equation (3)) across the charge layer.
Finally, since ni,tip ( ni,ch we have omitted the dependency
on ni,tip.

A(r ′) is a function that can account for the fact that the
impact ionization and thus the photon radiation in the charge
layer diminishes in the off-axis direction. However, for sim-
plicity we take A(r ′) = 1. Naturally this will slightly overes-
timate photon radiation.

4.3. Solving the electron density in the avalanche zone

We will now solve equation (35). To do so we first introduce
the short hand notation

∂zne+λ(z)ne =−K(z), (40)

with λ(z) the electron avalanche growth function

λ(z) =
vdr(E(z))

v+ vdr(E(z))

(
αeff(E(z))+

∂zµ

µ

)
, (41)

and K(z) the photoelectron source term

K(z) =
Sph(z)

v+ vdr(E(z))
, (42)

in the external electric field E(z) from equation (36). Sph(z) is
determined by equations (37)–(39) as a surface-integral cor-
responding to the parametrized charge layer. For given I∗,
equation (40) is an ordinary differential equation for ne that
is solved as

ne(z) =
ˆ ∞

z
K(y) e

´ y
z λ(x) dx dy. (43)

10
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This solution can be interpreted as a superposition of electron
avalanches. The electron avalanches are continuously created
by a photoelectron density K. The avalanches grow in the
electric field as described by λ which contains the effects of
impact ionization αeff and of electron mobility µ(E).

For further evaluation, it is interesting to discuss the struc-
ture of this solution and the implications for the electron and
ion densities at the front and back end of the charge layer, ztip
and zch. We find that equation (43) can be rewritten as

ne,tip
ni,ch

= F(v,R,Emax,Ebg), (44)

with an explicit equation for the function F that does not
depend on any electron or ion densities. Here R, Emax and Ebg

determine the electric field E(z) in the avalanche zone accord-
ing to (36). That F does not depend on the particle densities,
is due to the linear nature of the avalanche zone without local
space charge effects: twice as many photons emitted from the
charge layer will create twice as many avalanches and twice
as many electrons arriving at ztip which in turn emit twice as
many photons from the charge layer.

The explicit equation for the function F is

F=
pq

p+ pq
ξ

ˆ ∞

ztip
dy

v
v+ vdr(y)

e
´ y
ztip

λ(x) dx

·
¨

S
d2r ′ A(r ′)

f(|yez− r ′|)
4π |yez− r ′|2 , (45)

where the first line contains the field dependent electron
dynamics on the streamer axis, and the second line the field
independent photon dynamics between the charge layer and
the axis.

An analysis of the avalanche zone along similar lines was
proposed in [25], but they only account for photons produced
in the avalanche zone and neglect the contribution from the
charge layer. However figure 3 shows that ionization in the
charge layer, and therefore the associated photon production,
is far more important. In our approach we do take the charge
layer as the dominant photon source. The same reasoning was
also given in [16, 26]. In addition to this we have derived
an improved photoionization balance on the basis of consist-
ent electrodynamics in the charge layer and avalanche zone,
equation (44). This formula replaces the photoionization bal-
ance proposed in [25]. We finally remark that the balance
between the dynamics of photons and of electron avalanches
resembles a self-sustained DC discharge, with the difference
that the anode is replaced by a propagating streamer head with
self-consistent shape.

5. The electrostatic field and the head potential

5.1. Streamer head potential

As recalled in [1], the electrostatic approximation for the
electric field E=−∇ϕ is sufficient for streamer physics.

Therefore the line integral between any two points is independ-
ent of the path taken between them

ˆ
C
E · dl= φ(r)−φ(r ′), (46)

with C any continuous curve which starts at r and ends at r ′.
This concept will be applied to derive a relation between the
electrostatic properties of the channel and the head.

We shall use equation (46) to solve two path-integrals, the
first corresponding only to the background field and the second
to the field with a streamer present. In both cases C equals the
axis of propagation, i.e. ζ-axis, which gives r= 0 and r ′ on
the opposing electrode. For the streamers in this work ζ tip is far
away from the opposing electrode, whichmeans that boundary
effects are negligible and we can take r ′ at infinity. When we
subtract the two integrals we find

ˆ ∞

0

(
E(ζ)−Ebg

)
dζ = 0, (47)

since the potential at r and r ′ is the same and therefore
the right-hand side vanishes. This fundamental property has
been considered by previous authors [14, 15, 25, 41, 42].
Equation (47) will be split in two intervals with different
dynamics, namely: the streamer channel [0,ζtip] and the ava-
lanche zone [ζtip,∞). We shall treat each of these intervals
separately.

5.1.1. Potential across the channel. The potential across the
channel requires different treatment for steady and accelerat-
ing streamers.

For a steady streamer the channel electric field decays back
to the background field. In general the profile of the chan-
nel electric field is determined by currents in the streamer
channel [10, 11]. For now, modelling the charge distribution
within the channel is not considered. Instead, we suggest a
plausible channel electric field profile for steady streamers. In
section 2.3 we have discussed how dynamics in the channel are
related to an electron loss time scale τ , which in turn defines
an electron loss length Lloss. We use these concepts to impose

E(ζ) = Ebg +(Ech −Ebg)exp
(
ζ − ζch
Lloss

)
,

for ζ < ζch. (48)

Substituting this into equation (47) results in
ˆ ζch

0

(
E(ζ)−Ebg

)
dζ = Lloss (Ebg −Ech) . (49)

For the accelerating streamers considered in this work we
have L( Lloss, which means it is more reasonable to work
with an averaged channel electric field Ēch. By holding that
Ech = Ēch over the length of the channel we can obtain a sim-
ilar result

ˆ ζch

0

(
E(ζ)−Ebg

)
dζ = L(Ebg − Ēch) . (50)
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5.1.2. Potential across the avalanche zone. In the avalanche
zone the electric field was approximated by that of a uniformly
charged sphere, equation (36). Using this the potential across
the avalanche zone simplifies approximately to

ˆ ∞

ζtip

(
E(ζ)−Ebg

)
dζ = R(Emax −Ebg). (51)

This gives the final result

R(Emax −Ebg) = L(Ebg −Ech) . (52)

To keep notation simple we have no longer discerned between
Lloss or Ēch for the separate cases of steady and accelerating
streamers.

6. Solving the approximations

6.1. Solution method

We now assume that velocity v, radius of curvature R, length
L and background electric field Ebg are given, for example by
experimental measurements, and we estimate four unknowns
that are much more difficult to measure: ionization density
ni,ch, maximal electric field Emax, channel field Ech, and charge
layer width !. To that end we shall formulate a system of four
relations from which these unknowns will be determined.

In the previous sections we have derived equations (21)
and (33) by analyzing the dynamics of the charge layer zch !
z< ztip, where ztip,ch = R± !/2. These are the first and second
relations. On the basis of electrostatics we have related the
head potential to the streamer length in equation (52), which is
the third relation. Finally, we require that charge layer and ava-
lanche zone electron dynamics are consistent (cf section 4.3).
This introduces the last relation, namely equation (44). For
convenience, we repeat our relations here

je,ch = je,tip, (53)

vε0(Emax −Ech) =

ˆ ztip

zch
e( je,tip − je)dz, (54)

R(Emax −Ebg) = L(Ebg −Ech) , (55)

ne,tip
ni,ch

= F(v,R,Emax,Ebg). (56)

The function F is defined in equation (45) and the electron
current density is defined as je =−µneE. The above system of
equations has 8 independent parameters:

v, R, L, Ebg, ni,ch, Emax, Ech and !. (57)

All other quantities are determined by these 8 parameters. To
see this, we summarize our approximations in the two regions:

• In the avalanche zone (z" ztip) the electric field and the elec-
tron density are approximated by (equations (36) and (43))

E(z) =
z2tip(Emax −Ebg)

z2
+Ebg, (58)

ne(z) =
ˆ ∞

z
K(y) e

´ y
z λ(x) dx dy, (59)

for z" ztip.

Notably, the function K(y) (equation (42)) accounts for the
production of photoelectrons and is proportional to ni,ch.
The electron density and the electric field by definition give
je and therefore je,tip. Finally, we have assumed that space
charge effects are negligible in the entire avalanche zone.We
therefore also assume quasi-neutrality at the tip ni,tip ≈ ne,tip.

• In the charge layer (zch ! z< ztip) the electric field and dens-
ities are approximated by (equations (29), (26) and (32))

E(z) = Emax −
e
ε0

ˆ ztip

z
nq(z)dz, (60)

ni(z) = ni,tip +
ε0
e

ˆ Emax

E(z)
αeff(E)dE,

+
1
ev

ˆ ztip

z
αeff(E(z))jtot dz, (61)

ne(z) =
vni(z)− je,ch
v+ vdr

, (62)

for zch ! z< ztip,

where nq in equation (60) is a parametrization given in
equation (27). The quantities ni,tip and je,tip are determined
by the avalanche zone. Quasi-neutrality in the channel gives
ni,ch = ne,ch. Thus we can evaluate jtot and je within the
charge layer.

The objective is then to determine 4 parameters in (57),
since we consider that (v,R,L,Ebg) are fixed by observations.
The remaining four, which we call m= (ni,ch, Emax, Ech, !),
have to satisfy our relations (53)–(56). Solving this system
of equations is equivalent to finding the roots of the four-
dimensional vector-function S , which is defined as the differ-
ence between the left- and right-hand sides of equations (53)–
(56). Thus m is a consistent solution if it satisfies

S(m) = 0. (63)

Due to the complexity ofS we employ an iterative root-finding
algorithm that solves equation (63) using a modification of the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [43]. Such an algorithm starts
from an initial guess m0 and produces a sequence of values mk

that converges to the root. We emphasize again that the input
parameters v, R, L and Ebg in addition to mk are sufficient to
evaluate S(mk). Moreover, changing the initial guess seems
to have no effect on the obtained solution m, suggesting that
the solution m is unique. We observe the same in numerical
simulations [14, 15].
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Figure 9. Comparison of simulations (blue, green) and our approximations (orange) for streamers with varying head positions in different
background fields Ebg. Ebg, L, R and v were taken from the simulations and used to calculate the plotted approximations from (63). The
plotted quantities are the maximum electric field Emax, the (average) channel electric fields Ech, the degree of ionization ni,ch and the charge
layer width "̃. The four background electric fields Ebg are plotted as for – · – · 4.5 kV cm−1 (steady), —— for 10 kV cm−1, – – – for
14 kV cm−1, and · · · for 24 kV cm−1).

6.2. Results

6.2.1. Steady streamer. In this section we will compare
the approximated ne(z), ni,ch, Emax, Ech and !̃ with numer-
ical simulations. We shall first do this comparison for the
steady streamer. To obtain these results we extracted Ebg =
4.5 kV cm−1, v= 0.076 mmns−1, R= 49 µm and Lloss =
3.8 mm from simulation (see figure 5) and used these to solve
equation (63).

In figure 8 we show our approximation for the axial elec-
tron density of the steady streamer (equations (32) and (43)).
The approximated electron density was overlaid onto the res-
ults from the numerical simulation such that the respective ztip
overlap. We observe that our analytic formulae for the elec-
tron density profile in the avalanche zone reproduces the pro-
file obtained from simulation well. In this figure we can also
observe that more than 95% of the ionization occurs in the
charge layer. This underlines our earlier arguments that ioniza-
tion predominantly occurs in the charge layer and that photons
originating from the avalanche zone can be neglected.

The approximated parameters ni,ch, Emax, Ech and !̃ that
were derived in this evaluation are shown in figure 9. We
observe good agreement with a maximum relative error of

about 30% for the prediction of !̃. The other parameters agree
within 25%.

6.2.2. Accelerating streamers. As discussed in the intro-
duction, we shall now apply our analysis developed for steady
streamers to accelerating streamers. We include results, calcu-
lated in the same manner, for streamers at background electric
fields of 10, 14 and 24 kV cm−1. The corresponding velocity
and radius as a function of streamer length were already shown
in figure 5.

The approximated parameters are included in figure 9. In
this case we also observe good agreement with relative errors
of at most several tens of percent. Only at 24 kV cm−1 do
we have relative errors of about 50%–60% for the estima-
tion of ni,ch. Furthermore, we also illustrate the error intro-
duced by our simplified treatment of the channel electric fields.
For accelerating streamers we have included both Ech and the
averaged Ēch in figure 9. In section 5 we have used Ech = Ēch

in order to obtain an equation for the channel electric fields
without resolving the entire charge transport dynamics of the
channel. However, this approximation is generally not true and
the accuracy is worst for the 24 kV cm−1 case. This has various
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causes, such as a persisting neutral seed (i.e. due to shorter
propagation times the influence of initial conditions still per-
sist), actual inhomogeneities in the channel or the influence of
boundary conditions.

Overall, our model is also able to estimate the properties of
streamers in higher background fields. Evidently, approximat-
ing the charge layers of accelerating streamer heads as planar
fronts in a steady state gives reasonable results.

7. Summary and outlook

7.1. Summary

In this work we have proposed a model that characterizes a
single positive air streamer on the basis of observable paramet-
ers. Overall, our approximations exhibit good agreement with
numerical simulations of a steady streamer with typical rel-
ative errors below 30%. For accelerating streamers the errors
are slightly higher, with a maximum deviation up to 60% in
the highest considered background field.

Our most important theoretical contributions are:

• We have constructed a self-contained axial model that
can approximate macroscopic properties of steady streamer
heads. This model also gives good results for accelerating
streamer heads.

• We have shown how the quantities ni,ch, Emax, Ech and ! can
be determined from the more easily observable parameters
R, v, L and Ebg.

• We have provided a formula for the ionization density of a
streamer. Notably this formula contains the contribution due
to a non-zero total current density and is about twice as high
as the classical formula.

• We have given a self-consistent description of electron
dynamics which includes the implicit contribution due to
photoelectrons produced in the avalanche zone.

7.2. Outlook

For future work we recommend three possible improvements:

• We have not considered explicitly solving the dynam-
ics of the charge layer. Instead we have accounted for
these dynamics by heuristic parameterizations. However, a
numerical approach that resolves densities and the electric
field inside the charge layer can be expected to improve the
accuracy. Moreover such an approach could replace a num-
ber of parameterizations, whichwould lead to amore precise
representation of streamer dynamics.

• We have used two approaches for the channel electric fields.
For accelerating streamers we have used an average value
Ēch = Ech, and for steady streamers we have used an expo-
nential decay with a prescribed length scale Lloss. These
clearly have their limitations. In future work we aim to com-
bine the insights obtained in this research with models that
explicitly evaluate the dynamics of the streamer channel,
such as [11].

• All derivations in this work assume that the dynamics of the
charge layer can be approximated in a planar front setting,
since the dimensionless parameter !/R is typically small. A
systematic expansion in terms of !/Rwill likely improve the
accuracy of our model.

Finally we comment on the significance of our work regarding
the development of accurate streamer tree models such as [10,
11]. The current limitation of these models is that they lack a
self-consistent description of velocity and radius of a streamer.
These parameters are often imposed. However, our model can
be combined with a tree model in order to overcome this crit-
ical limitation for positive streamers.
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